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We present genome-wide microarray expression analysis of 11,000
genes in an aging potentially mitotic tissue, the liver. This organ has
a major impact on health and homeostasis during aging. The effects
of life- and health-span-extending caloric restriction (CR) on gene
expression among young and old mice and between long-term CR
(LT-CR) and short-term CR (ST-CR) were examined. This experimental
design allowed us to accurately distinguish the effects of aging from
those of CR on gene expression. Aging was accompanied by changes
in gene expression associated with increased inflammation, cellular
stress, and fibrosis, and reduced capacity for apoptosis, xenobiotic
metabolism, normal cell-cycling, and DNA replication. LT-CR and just
4 weeks of ST-CR reversed the majority of these changes. LT-CR
produced in young mice a pattern of gene expression that is a subset
of the changes found in old LT-CR mice. It is possible that the early
changes in gene expression, which extend into old age, are key to the
life- and health-span-extending effects of CR. Further, ST-CR substantially shifted the ‘‘normo-aging’’ genomic profile of old control mice
toward the ‘‘slow-aging’’ profile associated with LT-CR. Therefore,
many of the genomic effects of CR are established rapidly. Thus,
expression profiling should prove useful in quickly identifying CRmimetic drugs and treatments.

aging and CR on gene expression. Control young (7-month-old; n ⫽
3) and old (27-month-old; n ⫽ 3) mice were fed 95 kcal of a
semipurified control diet (Harlan Teklad, Madison, WI; no.
TD94145) per week after weaning. Long-term CR (LT-CR) young
(7-month-old; n ⫽ 3) and old (27-month-old; n ⫽ 3) mice were fed
53 kcal of a semipurified CR diet (Harlan Teklad; no. TD94146) per
week after weaning. Short-term CR (ST-CR) mice were 34-monthold control mice that were switched to 80 kcal of CR diet for 2
weeks, followed by 53 kcal for 2 weeks (n ⫽ 3). The effects of age
on gene expression in control mice were determined by comparison
between results from the young control and the old control groups.
The effects of LT-CR on gene expression were determined by
comparison between results from the young control and the young
LT-CR groups, and from the old control and the old LT-CR groups.
The effects of ST-CR were determined by comparison between
results from the old control and the ST-CR groups. Mice were
fasted for 48 h before killing. Mice were killed by cervical dislocation, and the livers were rapidly excised and flash frozen in liquid
nitrogen. No signs of pathology were detected in any of the animals
used. All animal use protocols were approved by the institutional
animal use committee of the University of California, Riverside.
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Measurement of Specific mRNA Levels. Total liver RNA was iso-

ublished microarray studies of mammalian aging have focused on the postmitotic tissues, muscle and brain (1–3).
These studies found that aging was associated with changes in
gene expression linked to the development of the characteristic
age-related pathologies of these tissues. In contrast to muscle
and brain, the liver is a potentially mitotic tissue that is thought
to age well from a clinical perspective (4). The liver is the central
organ for the regulation of glucose homeostasis, xenobiotic
metabolism and detoxification, and steroid hormone biosynthesis and degradation. This organ also has a major impact on health
and homeostasis through its control of serum protein composition. While differentiated hepatic functions are generally well
maintained with age, changes do occur. Serum and biliary
cholesterol rise, liver regeneration declines, hepatic drug clearance decreases, and liver volume and blood flow decrease (4).
The resilience of the liver to aging, and its central role in the
maintenance of whole body health and homeostasis make it an
intriguing target for genome-wide expression analysis of aging.
Caloric restriction (CR) is the only intervention shown to
extend lifespan in mammals (5). It is also the most effective
means known of reducing cancer incidence and increasing the
mean age of onset of age-related diseases and tumors (6). Our
studies made use of an experimental design that allowed us to
clearly distinguish the effects of diet from those of age on
genome-wide expression patterns. Another distinctive aspect of
the study allowed us to resolve changes in gene expression
induced directly by CR from those that arise over time as a
consequence of the interaction between CR and aging.
Materials and Methods
Study Design. Female mice of the long-lived F1 hybrid strain
C3B10RF1 were fed and maintained as described (7). Briefly, mice
were weaned at 28 days, individually housed, given free access to
water, and randomly assigned to study groups. Comparisons between five groups of mice were used to determine the effects of
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lated from frozen tissue as described previously (7). Specific
mRNA levels were determined by using Affymetrix Mu11KsubA
and Mu11KsubB high-density oligonucleotide arrays containing
targets for more than 11,000 mouse genes and expressed sequence tags (ESTs) according to the standard Affymetrix protocol (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA). More detailed information
can be found in Supporting Materials and Methods, which is
published on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org.

Data Analysis. Analysis was performed as previously described for
Affymetrix microarray data (8). We performed pairwise comparisons between data derived from individual mice in experimental groups (n ⫽ 3), generating nine pairwise comparisons by
using the Affymetrix GeneChip analysis suite v3.2. An average
fold change, derived from all nine possible pairwise comparisons, of 1.7 or greater was used as the cut-off for significant
differences in gene expression. This criterion was chosen because
fold changes of this magnitude were routinely validated by
Northern blotting. Thresholds between 1.6 and 2.0 are commonly used in similar studies (9, 10). The specific intragroup
correlation coefficients were between 0.94 and 0.98 for all
experimental groups. Gene names were obtained from the
Jackson Laboratory Mouse Genome Informatics or TIGR database (August 1, 2001). Complete tables of the data will be
posted on our web site upon publication of the manuscript. More
details regarding Affymetrix microarray technology can be
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Table 1. Effects of LT- and ST-CR on expression of genes
increased during aging in control mice
Age effect*

Inflammatory response
L20276
U59807
U70139
K01925
M21050
M22531
X16899
U88327

Fig. 1. LT- and ST-CR effects on the expression profile of 20 liver genes whose
expression increases with age (arrow). LT-CR opposed the age-associated
increase in the expression of 14 genes, in the manner shown by the lines
labeled ‘‘9 genes’’ and ‘‘5 genes.’’ For the 9 genes, LT-CR returned expression
to youthful levels in old mice. For the 5 genes, LT-CR reduced expression in
both young and old mice. LT-CR had no effect on the expression of 6 of the 20
genes (line labeled ‘‘6 genes’’). These genes are identified by the notation
‘‘NE’’ in Table 1. The effects of ST-CR are described in the text boxes.

found in Supporting Materials and Methods on the PNAS web site,
www.pnas.org.
Validation by Northern Blotting. Changes in the expression level of

eight genes from our array studies were confirmed by Northern
blotting. Six of these eight genes did not change expression with
age, and this result also was confirmed. More detail can be found
in Supporting Materials and Methods, Fig. 4 and its legend, and
Supporting Results and Discussion, all of which are published on
the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org.

Results and Discussion
Microarray determination of the relative levels of mRNA (levels
of expression) of more than 11,000 genes and ESTs in young (7
months) and old (27 months) control mice revealed that 46
known genes (0.9% of the known genes on the chip) changed
expression during aging in the liver. Of these genes, the expression of 20 (43%) increased with age (Fig. 1), and the expression
of 26 (57%) decreased with age (Fig. 2). Age-related changes in
gene expression are often assumed to be deleterious, because
they represent a departure from what is assumed to be a positive,
young pattern of expression (e.g., refs. 1–3).
Genes Whose Expression Increased with Age. Of the genes that
increased expression with age, 40% were associated with inflammation (Table 1). These results suggest that inflammation may be
a component of the aging process common to liver, neocortex and
cerebellum (1). Lysozyme (Lyzs) is a myeloid cell-specific marker.
Induction of this gene is normally associated with macrophage
activation (11). The ␤-chain of complement component C1q
(C1qb), a macrophage-expressed protein, is a part of the recognition set of the complement C system, the primary humoral mediator
of antigen–antibody reactions (12). Macrophages, among other
inflammatory cells, are involved in a large number of liver diseases,
including cirrhosis, hepatitis, and sepsis- and endotoxin-induced
liver injury (13).
In the neocortex and cerebellum, complement component
C1q C polypeptide (C1qc) is up-regulated with age as is the C1qb
in the liver. The ␣ polypeptide is regulated in the same manner
in the neocortex. Lyzs also was up-regulated with age in neocortex and cerebellum, but neither gene was affected in muscle
(1, 3). Changes in the expression of these genes are among the
few that were common to liver, muscle, and brain.
Normal liver aging was associated with other gene expression
Cao et al.

1.9
1.8
5.3
1.9
1.7
1.9
2.4
3.0

Gene
Bgn
Cstb
Ccr4
H2-Aa
Lyzs
C1qb
Sap
Cish2

LT-CR†‡
b

ST-CR‡§

⫺1.8
⫺2.5b
⫺2.0b
⫺2.6b
⫺2.5b
⫺2.4b
NE
NE

⫺2.0c
⫺2.6c
⫺2.1c
⫺2.6c
NE
NE
NE
NE

Stress response兾chaperones
J04633
1.7
D78645
1.7
M73329
1.9
L07577
1.9
U27830
2.3

Hsp86-1
Hspa5
Grp58
Hsp25
Stip1

(⫺2.8, ⫺2.0)d
(⫺2.0, ⫺2.3)d
⫺1.9b
NE
NE

⫺2.9e
⫺2.1e
⫺2.1c
⫺2.3a
⫺2.4a

Apoptosis regulators
AF018268
U44088
U35623

1.9
2.7
1.9

Api6
Tdag
Mcl1

(⫺2.1, ⫺5.0)d
(⫺2.8, ⫺7.4)d
NE

⫺1.9e
NE
NE

Miscellaneous
M81445
Z48670
J00361
AF006492

1.8
1.9
3.5
4.4

Gjb2
Abcd2
Amy2
Zfpm1

(⫺1.8, ⫺2.6)d
⫺2.0b
⫺3.4b
NE

NE
⫺2.1c
NE
⫺2.1a

*The numbers in this column represent the average fold of the age-related
increase in specific mRNA derived from all nine possible pairwise comparisons among individual mice from 7- and 27-month-old control groups (n ⫽ 3).
†The numbers in this column represent the average fold change in specific
mRNA associated with LT-CR. When two values are reported, the first represents the decrease in specific mRNA associated with LT-CR in 7-month-old
mice and the second value represents the difference found in 27-month-old
mice. When one value is reported, it represents the difference in 27-monthold mice.
‡The superscript letter indicates the gene group described in Fig. 1. NE indicates CR had no effect on gene expression.
§The average fold change in specific mRNA associated with ST-CR.

changes consistent with pathogenesis. Old mice overexpressed the
mRNA for biglycan (Bgn), a proteoglycan of the hepatic extracellular matrix, serum amyloid P-component (Sap), a glycoprotein
present in all amyloid deposits, and cystatin B (Cstb), an inhibitor
of cysteine proteinases (Table 1). In areas of inflammation, fibrogenic myofibroblasts express Bgn and other proteoglycans, leading
to hepatic fibrosis (14). Sap is one of the major acute-phase
reactants induced by inflammation in hepatocytes (15). Cystatins
and their target enzymes play a role in many pathological events,
including inflammatory disease (16). In the liver, an imbalance
between cystatins and their targets can disregulate matrix degradation and accumulation, leading to hepatic fibrosis (17).
Twenty-five percent of the genes that increased expression with
age were stress response proteins兾chaperones (Table 1). We have
previously reported an age-related increase in hepatic chaperone
expression in mice (18, 19). Diverse physiological stresses, including
oxidative injury, may be causally involved in aging (20). In mammals, the oxidative processes centered in the liver are major sources
of free radicals. The induction of chaperone gene expression in the
livers of aged mice may be a physiological adaptation to increased
oxidative or possibly other stress during aging. Chaperones provide
cytoprotective functions, including prevention of protein denaturation and aggregation, the repair of damaged structural and functional proteins (21), and promotion of the ubiquitination and
proteasomal degradation of potentially toxic, damaged proteins
produced by oxidative or glycoxidative processes (22, 23).
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Table 2. Effects of LT- and ST-CR on expression of genes
decreased during aging of control mice

Fig. 2. Effects of LT- and ST-CR on the expression profile of 26 liver genes whose
expression decreases with age (arrow). LT-CR opposed the age-associated decrease in the expression of 13 genes, in the manner shown by the lines labeled ‘‘3
genes’’ and ‘‘10 genes.’’ For the 3 genes, LT-CR increased expression in both young
and old mice. For the 10 genes, LT-CR increased expression to youthful levels in old
mice. LT-CR had no effect on the expression of 13 of the 26 genes (line labeled ‘‘13
genes’’). These genes are identified by the notation ‘‘NE’’ in Table 2. The effects
of ST-CR are described in the text boxes.

However, another function of chaperones may mitigate some of
these benefits. Elevated chaperone levels prevent apoptosis (24), a
function implicated in tumorigenesis (25). Our studies also found
that aging increased the expression of other anti-apoptotic genes,
myeloid cell leukemia sequence 1 (Mcl1), and apoptosis inhibitory
protein 6 (Api6). These phenomena may explain why hepatocellular
neoplasms are the most common lesions in older mice (26, 27).
Genes Whose Expression Decreased with Age. Of the 26 genes that
decreased expression with age in control mice, 23% are involved
in DNA replication and the cell cycle (Table 2). Most of these
have a negative effect on cell growth and division. Among these,
the product of phosphatase and tensin homolog (Pten) gene is a
tumor suppressor that induces cell-cycle arrest through inhibition of the phosphoinositide 3-kinase pathway (28). B cell
translocation gene 2 (Btg2) is a tumor suppressor that increases
expression in response to DNA damage (29). The murine gene
product of the amino-terminal enhancer of split (Aes) is a potent
corepressor of gene expression and cellular proliferation (30).
Calcium-binding protein A11 (S100a10) binds to and regulates
the activity of annexin II, which is involved in the transduction
of calcium-related mitogenic signals (31). Insulin-like growth
factor (IGF) binding protein 1 (Igfbp1) plays an important role
in the negative regulation of the IGF-1 system, a stimulator of
mitogenesis (32).
Reduced expression of genes discussed above indicates that
there is a general loss of negative cell growth control with age.
Seventy-eight percent of the mice of this strain and sex fed the
control diet used here die of some form of neoplasia, and the
death rate from neoplasia accelerates dramatically with age (33).
Approximately 21% of these mice die of hepatoma, mostly late
in life. Decreased expression of the negative growth regulators
and overexpression of the chaperone genes with age also are
consistent with this higher incidence of hepatoma in aged mice.
Aging decreased expression of a second group of genes with
antineoplastic potential, xenobiotic metabolism genes (Table 2).
The genes for the phase I enzymes amine N-sulfotransferase
(Sultn) and three cytochrome P450 isozymes, as well as the gene
for the phase II enzyme glutathione S-transferase omega 1
(Gsto1) gene were negatively regulated by age. We and others
have reported decreased expression of phase I enzyme genes in
the liver of aged rodents (34–36). Decreased expression of such
genes is likely responsible in part for the age-related decline in
the xenobiotic-metabolizing capacity of the liver. This decline is
10632 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.191313598

‡§

Gene

LT-CR†‡

Cell cycle兾DNA replication
M64292
⫺1.7
X73359
⫺4.6
U92437
⫺1.7
M16465
⫺1.9
X67493
⫺2.4
L31783
⫺2.5

Btg2
Aes
Pten
S100a10
Igfbp1
Umpk

2.6c
7.4c
NE
NE
NE
NE

2.8d
NE
2.0e
1.9e
2.7e
3.3e

Xenobiotic metabolism
U80819
AF026073
M77497
X00479
M60358

⫺4.5
⫺2.0
⫺4.9
⫺1.8
⫺3.5

Gsto1
Sultn
Cyp2f2
Cyp1a2
Cyp2b13

(1.8, 4.9)a
(2.0, 2.3)a
2.2c
NE
NE

5.1b
3.6b
6.9d
NE
NE

Major urinary proteins
X03208
M16359
M16358
M16360

⫺5.2
⫺3.8
⫺3.0
⫺5.0

Mup1
Mup3
Mup4
Mup5

1.9c
2.4c
1.9c
2.4c

3.2d
3.3d
2.4d
4.6d

Miscellaneous
L07645
M58691
X61940
AF033565
D50032
U12473
D00466
M27796
U02554
ET61200
U75530

⫺2.5
⫺2.1
⫺3.8
⫺2.0
⫺2.3
⫺2.1
⫺1.7
⫺3.0
⫺1.9
⫺2.0
⫺2.7

Hal
Zfp36
Ptpn16
Clk3
Ttgn2
Chuk
Apoe
Car3
Saa4
Cry
Eif4ebp2

(3.5, 5.3)a
1.9c
2.8c
3.2c
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

5.5b
2.1d
NE
NE
2.5e
2.3e
2.1e
4.5e
NE
NE
NE

GenBank no.

Age effect*

ST-CR

*The numbers in this column represent the average fold of the age-related
change in specific mRNA derived from all nine possible pairwise comparisons
among individual mice from 7- and 27-month-old control groups (n ⫽ 3).
†The numbers in this column represent the average fold increase in specific
mRNA associated with LT-CR. When two values are reported, the first represents the increase in specific mRNA associated with LT-CR in 7-month-old mice
and the second value represents the difference found in 27-month-old mice.
When one value is reported, it represents the difference in 27-month-old
mice.
‡The superscript letter indicates the gene group described in Fig. 2. NE indicates CR had no effect on gene expression.
§The average fold increase in specific mRNA associated with ST-CR.

a recognized source of adverse drug reactions in aged mammals
(37). It may contribute to the increase in neoplasms with age in
mice.
Aging was associated with decreased expression of other genes
responsible for differentiated liver functions. Apolipoprotein E
(Apoe) decreased expression with age (Table 2). This protein is
mainly secreted by the liver, and it is required for clearance of
lipoproteins from the blood. Disruption of Apoe is associated
with severe atherosclerosis in mice (38). Thus, decreased Apoe
expression with age may be related to an increase in atherosclerotic lesions in mice (39). There is a similar association between
impaired or absent Apoe expression and hyperlipidemia in
humans (38), where the expression of a specific Apoe subtype is
associated with extreme longevity (40).
LT-CR Opposed Age-Associated Changes in Gene Expression. LT-CR

opposed the age-related increase in expression of 14 of the 20
genes that increased expression in control mice (70%; Fig. 1).
Five of these 14 genes were affected by CR in both young and
old mice. LT-CR suppressed the increase in 75% (6 of 8 genes)
of the inflammatory response genes (Table 1). Consistent with
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Table 3. LT- and ST-CR effects on gene expression unaffected by
age in control mice
Gene

Energy metabolism兾biosynthesis
J02623
Got1
L07037
Mgat1
M13966
Apoa4
X13752
Alad
U49861
Dio1
M65034
Fabp2
X13135
Fasn
AB008895
Gpi1h
U67611
Taldo1
AF010499
Gamt
M76727
Pdha1

LT-CR*†
a

(4.5, 2.3)
4.6c
(⫺1.9, ⫺3.2)g
(⫺3.1, ⫺2.8)g
(⫺2.1, ⫺5.1)g
(⫺3.1, ⫺5.4)g
(⫺2.7, ⫺2.0)g
⫺2.2e
⫺2.0e
⫺2.3e
⫺2.0e

ST-CR†‡
NE
NE
⫺4.8h
⫺4.5h
⫺5.5h
⫺4.5h
NE
⫺2.0f
NE
NE
NE

Apoptosis兾cell growth and survival
AF011644
Cdkap1
U30840
Vdac1
Y13231
Bak1
L75822
Igfbp7
U04268
Ly6e
AF027963
Xbp1
U28423
Prkri

3.6c
2.7c
2.2c
(⫺2.5, ⫺6.6)g
(⫺1.8, ⫺2.2)g
⫺1.9e

3.3d
NE
NE
NE
NE
⫺2.0f

Xenobiotic metabolism
U20086
X63023
Y11638
U38652
L11333

Ubp1
Cyp3a13
Cyp4a14
Slc22a1
Es31

(2.7, 1.8)a
2.1c
2.2c
(⫺1.8, ⫺2.9)g
⫺2.8e

1.9b
4.7d
NE
⫺5.0h
NE

Intracellular signaling
M33324
X61432
X70533
ET61316

Ghr
Calm
Cbg
Rgn

(⫺1.8, ⫺2.9)g
⫺2.7e
⫺2.7e
⫺2.3e

NE
⫺2.7f
⫺9.3f
⫺2.2f

(⫺1.8, ⫺2.2)g
(⫺2.2, ⫺2.5)g

NE
NE

Stress response兾chaperones
J05186
Cai
X70303
Psma2
Miscellaneous
U14666
D64160
M17122
Z47088

Nr6a1
Raet1a
C4bp
Tceb1l

2.3c

(1.9, 2.1)a
(2.1, 2.7)a
(⫺1.8, ⫺2.4)g
(⫺1.9, ⫺2.2)g

2.6d

NE
NE
NE
NE

*The numbers in this column represent the average fold increase or decrease
in specific mRNA associated with LT-CR. When two values are reported, the
first represents the change in specific mRNA associated with LT-CR in
7-month-old mice and the second value represents the difference found in
27-month-old mice. When one value is reported, it represents the difference
in 27-month-old mice.
†The superscript letter indicates the gene group described in Fig. 3. NE indicates CR had no effect on gene expression.
‡The average fold decrease or increase in specific mRNA associated with ST-CR.

decreased inflammatory response gene expression, CR delays
the onset and diminishes the severity of autoimmune and
inflammatory diseases in mice (41).
LT-CR opposed the age-related increase in the expression of 3
of the 5 stress response proteins (Table 1). We have previously
shown that expression of at least 7 chaperones is negatively regulated in response to LT-CR (19). These data suggest that LT-CR
reduces physiological stress on the liver. Further, as discussed
above, reduced chaperone expression is proapoptotic and antineoplastic. Consistent with these results, LT-CR decreased expression of Api6 (Table 1). Together, these effects may explain the
delayed onset of hepatoma in LT-CR mice (33).
LT-CR opposed the age-associated decrease in the expression
Cao et al.

Fig. 3. Effects of LT- and ST-CR on the expression profile of 33 liver genes
whose expression remains unchanged during aging of control mice (arrow).
Expression of 11 of the 33 genes increased in the LT-CR group, in the manner
shown by the lines labeled ‘‘4 genes’’ and ‘‘7 genes.’’ For the 4 genes, LT-CR
increased expression in both young and old mice. For the 7 genes, LT-CR
increased expression only in old mice. Expression of 22 of the 33 genes
decreased in the LT-CR group, in the manner shown by the lines labeled ‘‘9
genes’’ and ‘‘13 genes.’’ For the 9 genes, LT-CR decreased expression only in
old mice. For the 13 genes, LT-CR decreased expression in both young and old
mice. The effects of ST-CR are described in the text boxes.

of 13 of the 26 genes that decreased expression in control mice
(50%; Fig. 2). Many of these genes are responsible for key
differentiated functions of the liver. Reversal of the age-related
decrease in the Btg2, Aes, Gsto1, Sultn, and cytochrome P450 2f2
(Cyp2f2) mRNAs also are consistent with the delayed onset of
hepatoma in LT-CR mice (Table 2). Partial restoration of the
hepatic drug-metabolizing and detoxifying functions of the liver
may be a source of the anti-aging and anticancer effects of
LT-CR.
ST-CR Reproduced the Majority of the Effects of LT-CR on AgeResponsive Gene Expression. To determine the effects of ST-CR on

gene expression, old control mice were shifted to CR for 4 weeks,
and their microarray profiles were compared with those of old
LT-CR and control mice. This approach directly tested the
often-expressed hypothesis that LT-CR acts to slow aging by
preventing age-related changes in gene expression (1, 3). Overall, ST-CR reproduced nearly 70% of the effects of LT-CR on
genes that changed expression with age (Figs. 1 and 2; Tables 1
and 2). The effects of ST- and LT-CR were highly homologous
in both direction and fold-change for these genes. Thus, CR
rapidly reversed, rather than prevented, many age-related
changes in gene expression. ST-CR induced a more youthful
gene expression profile associated with longer life- and healthspan. Expression profiling of these genes should prove useful in
rapidly identifying CR-mimetic drugs and treatments.
ST-CR reproduced 100% of the LT-CR effects on xenobiotic
metabolism, stress response兾chaperone, and major urinary protein
gene expression. It also reproduced 67% (4 of 6) of the effects of
LT-CR on inflammatory response gene expression. These results
suggest that CR may rapidly ameliorate inflammation and other
stresses, even in very old animals. ST-CR also reproduced the
effects of LT-CR on the expression of 50% of the cell-cycle兾DNA
replication and apoptosis genes. The combination of these effects
on gene expression suggests that ST-CR may be capable of rapidly
reproducing the antineoplastic effects of LT-CR in very old animals. This conclusion is consistent with studies showing that
short-term fasting increased apoptosis of preneoplastic cells and
preneoplastic lesions, and reduced rates of chemical carcinogenesis
(42, 43). Thus, CR mimetics might be useful anticancer therapies.
The effects of ST-CR on the expression of genes associated with
PNAS 兩 September 11, 2001 兩 vol. 98 兩 no. 19 兩 10633
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xenobiotic metabolism suggest that ST-CR may rapidly restore
some differentiated functions in tissues of older animals.

Table 4. Categories of CR-regulated genes in young and old mice

CR-Specific Reprogramming of Gene Expression. LT-CR repro-

Gene category

grammed the expression of 33 genes that were not differentially
expressed with age in control mice (Table 3 and Fig. 3). Here we
term these effects CR-specific changes to distinguish them from the
effects of CR discussed above (Tables 1 and 2). LT-CR increased
the expression of 11 of these genes (Fig. 3). Of the 11 genes, 7
increased expression only in old CR mice, and 4 increased expression in both young and old CR mice. LT-CR reduced the expression
of 22 genes (Fig. 3). Of these genes, 9 were reduced only in the old,
and 13 were reduced in both young and old mice.
One-third of the CR-specific genes code for key metabolic
enzymes (Table 3). The LT-CR-related increase in glutamate–
oxaloacetate transaminase 1 (Got1) and decrease in pyruvate
dehydrogenase E1␣-subunit (Pdha1) expression are consistent with
our previous studies showing that LT-CR increases the enzymatic
capacity of the liver for gluconeogenesis and the disposal of the
byproducts of extrahepatic protein catabolism for energy production, while reducing the enzymatic capacity for glycolysis (44).
Recently, we have shown that these effects persist in the hours after
feeding (45). Therefore, these CR effects are consistent with
theories of aging, such as the oxidative stress theory, which postulate that the accumulation of damaged proteins contributes to the
rate of aging (44).
Reduced expression of Pdha1, fatty acid synthase (Fasn), fatty
acid binding protein 2 (Fabp2), and transaldolase 1 (Taldo) genes
suggests that CR mice have a reduced enzymatic capacity for
fatty acid biosynthesis. Reduced apolipoprotein A-IV (Apoa4)
expression may be a source of some of the health benefits of CR,
because overexpression of this protein can be associated with
increased vascular disease (46). Rapid reduction of Apoa4
expression by ST-CR suggests that these health benefits may
start soon after shifting to a CR diet.
We found further evidence that CR modified energy utilization. LT- and ST-CR decreased the expression of iodothyronine
deiodinase type I (Dio1). Down-regulation of this enzyme may
be responsible for the reduced levels of circulating triiodothyronine (T3) found in CR rodents (47). Short-term treatment with
low-calorie diets rapidly reduces circulating T3 levels in morbidly
obese men, apparently by reducing type I deiodinase activity
(48). Thus, similar negative regulation of Dio1 may occur in
ST-CR humans. T3 influences a diverse set of energy-related
processes in mammalian tissues, including oxidative phosphorylation and oxygen consumption. LT-CR also decreased the
expression of guanidinoacetate methyltransferase (Gamt), which
catalyzes the last step of creatine biosynthesis. The creatine
synthesized by liver is thought to supply the creatine energy
reservoir in tissues such as skeletal, cardiac, and smooth muscle,
and brain (49). Thus, mice may adapt to LT-CR by reducing
tissue energy stores throughout the body.
Genes associated with apoptosis, cell growth, and survival constituted 21% of the CR-specific genes (Table 3). LT- and ST-CR
induced the expression of cyclin-dependent kinase 2-associated
protein 1 (Cdkap1), a putative tumor-suppressor gene (50). Overexpression of this gene suggests that LT- and ST-CR enhance
antiproliferative growth control. Consistent with this idea, IGFbinding protein 7 (Igfbp7) gene expression was induced by LT-CR.
The product of this gene functions both as an IGF-binding protein
and independently of IGF as a growth-suppressing factor (51). The
expression of Igfbp1, which has antigrowth activity through its
inhibition of IGF-1 signaling, was reduced by age and restored by
ST-CR (Table 2). Thus, LT- and ST-CR may produce additional
antiproliferative effects on preneoplastic cells of the liver through
their effects on the expression of these IGF-binding protein family
members.
LT-CR induced the expression of the Bcl2 homologous an10634 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.191313598

Young CR兾old CR

Stress response兾chaperones
Energy metabolism兾biosynthesis
Xenobiotic metabolism
Apoptosis兾cell growth and survival
Intracellular signaling
Inflammatory response
Major urinary proteins
Cell cycle兾DNA replication
Miscellaneous
Total

%*

Ratio†

80
55
50
44
25
0
0
0
55
42

4兾5
6兾11
4兾8
4兾9
1兾4
0兾6
0兾4
0兾2
6兾11
25兾60

*The percentage of genes in each category that changed expression in young
with respect to old CR mice.
†The ratio between the number of genes that change expression in young and
old CR mice.

tagonist兾killer (Bak1) and voltage-dependent anion channel 1
(Vdac1) (porin) genes. Bak1 is a pro-apoptotic member of the
Bcl2 family of apoptosis regulators. It directly interacts with
porin to release the pro-apoptotic factor cytochrome c from
mitochondria, initiating apoptosis (52). Overexpression of porin
in ST-CR mice is consistent with the increase in apoptosis and
reduction in chemical carcinogenesis found in fasting rodents
(42, 43). LT-CR decreased the expression of the anti-apoptotic
genes: IFN-inducible double-stranded RNA-dependent inhibitor (Prkri), X-box binding protein (Xbp1), and lymphocyte
antigen 6 complex, locus E (Ly6e) (53–55) (Table 3). Consistent
with these effects, CR also up-regulated several cytochrome
P450 genes, and the upstream binding protein 1 (Ubp1) gene
(Table 3). The latter gene governs the rate of transcription of
many P450 genes (Table 3). Overexpression of these genes and
overexpression of three phase I and II genes in old LT- and
ST-CR mice (Table 1) likely contribute to the positive health
effects of CR.
Several significant intracellular signaling genes were downregulated by CR (Table 3). LT- and ST-CR reduced calmodulin
(calm) and regucalcin (Rgn) mRNA. Calmodulin is a central
component of Ca2⫹-mediated signal transduction. It acts both
directly and by means of protein kinases and phosphatases to
regulate metabolism, cytoskeletal dynamics, and cellular proliferation. The decline in its expression may lead to a reduction in
the calcium, second messenger-mediated, proliferative potential
of CR liver. LT- and ST-CR also reduced expression of corticosteroid-binding globulin (Cbg), which transports and modulates the bioavailability of glucocorticoids. This effect of CR has
been postulated to mediate the life- and health-span effects of
CR by producing transient daily periods of mild hyperadrenocorticism (56).
LT-CR decreased the level of growth hormone receptor (Ghr)
mRNA in young and old mice (Table 3). Declining plasma IGF-1
levels are often hypothesized to contribute to aging in animals
and humans. The LT-CR-associated down-regulation of Ghr
mRNA found here may be responsible for the decrease in its
binding activity reported in the livers of LT-CR mice (57).
CR-Specific Reprogramming of Gene Expression in Young Mice. In

young mice, LT-CR established a CR-specific pattern of gene
expression that was a subset of that found in old LT-CR mice
(Table 4). Most of the effects of LT-CR on stress response,
energy, and xenobiotic metabolism genes started in young mice.
The inflammatory response genes were not overexpressed in
young mice, and appropriately, no effect on expression of these
genes was found until old age. Thus, CR seems to produce a gene
expression profile early in life, which becomes embellished with
Cao et al.

CR Rapidly Induced a ‘‘Slow-Aging’’ Expression Profile. ST-CR reproduced 64% (9 of 14) of the effects of LT-CR on genes that
were induced during aging in control mice (Table 1). It reproduced 77% (10 of 13) of the effects of LT-CR on the expression
of genes that were down-regulated during aging of control mice
(Table 2). Forty-two percent (14 of 33) of the CR-specific
changes in gene expression induced in old LT-CR mice were
reproduced by ST-CR (Table 3). Overall, 55% of all of the effects
of LT-CR on gene expression in old mice were reproduced by
ST-CR. Thus, ST-CR reproduced half or more of the effects of
LT-CR in 6 of the 8 categories of genes altered in expression by
LT-CR (Table 5). These results raise the possibility that relatively brief treatments with drugs or nutraceuticals and other
procedures can be used to search for CR mimetics.

Table 5. Categories of ST- and LT-CR-regulated genes
ST-CR兾LT-CR
Gene category

%*

Ratio†

Major urinary proteins
Intracellular signaling
Xenobiotic metabolism
Inflammatory response
Stress response兾chaperones
Cell cycle兾DNA replication
Apoptosis兾cell growth and survival
Energy metabolism兾biosynthesis
Miscellaneous
Total

100
75
75
67
60
50
44
45
27
55

4兾4
3兾4
6兾8
4兾6
3兾5
1兾2
4兾9
5兾11
3兾11
33兾60

*The genes that changed expression with ST-CR as a percentage of those that
changed with LT-CR.
†The

ratio between number of genes that change expression with ST- and LT-CR.

logical stress appears to be a common anti-aging effect of CR.
Aging and CR also altered the expression of genes involved in
cell growth in liver and brain. However, aging and CR changed
the expression of apoptosis-related genes only in the liver, which
is consistent with the mitotic potential of this tissue. CR altered
expression of genes involved with energy metabolism and biosynthesis in liver and brain, but not in muscle. Again, these results
highlight the tissue specificity of both aging and CR. As more
tissues in more species are studied, characteristic tissue-specific
patterns of gene regulation by aging and CR may emerge.

Tissue Specificity of Expression Profiles. We compared the gene
expression profiles found here with those reported for muscle
and brain (1–3). Aging induced the expression of a number of
stress response genes in liver, skeletal muscle, neocortex, and
cerebellum. However, in the cortex and hypothalamus, aging
reduced the expression of other stress response genes. Likewise,
aging induced expression of inflammatory genes in the liver,
neocortex, and cerebellum, but not in skeletal muscle, cortex, or
hypothalamus. These results clearly show that aging is tissuespecific in its effects. They also suggest that tissues are subjected
to different stresses during aging.
CR opposed the age-related induction of stress response genes
in muscle, and stress response and inflammatory genes in liver,
neocortex, and cerebellum. Thus, the amelioration of physio-
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age. These early changes may be keys to extended longevity. Rats
that were CR only during their first year outlived rats that were
CR only after their first year of life (58). Thus, it seems possible
that the early effects of CR on gene expression may be more
important to life- and health-span extension than the late effects.
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Materials and Methods
Measurement of Specific mRNA Levels. cDNA was prepared from total RNA by using
Superscript Choice System with a primer containing oligo(dT) and the T7 RNA
polymerase promoter sequence. Biotinylated cRNA was synthesized from purified cDNA
by using the Enzo BioArray High Yield RNA Transcript Labeling Kit (Enzo Biochem).
cRNA was purified by using RNeasy minicolumns (Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA). An equal
amount of cRNA from each animal was separately hybridized to Mu11K subA and
Mu11k subB high-density oligonucleotide arrays. The arrays were hybridized for 16 h at
45ºC. After hybridization, arrays were washed, stained with streptavidin-phycoerythrin,
and scanned with a Hewlett-Packard GeneArray Scanner. Image analysis and data
quantification were performed with the Affymetrix GeneChip analysis suite v3.2.
Data Analysis. Each gene or EST is represented on the array by 20 perfectly matched
oligonucleotides and 20 mismatched control probes that contain a single central-base
mismatch. The mismatched probes act as specificity controls that allow direct subtraction
of both background and cross-hybridization signals. mRNA levels were determined as the
average difference of intensities between perfectly matched and mismatched probe pairs
after discarding the maximum, the minimum, and any outlier beyond 3 standard
deviations. We scaled the samples to a target intensity of 2,500 so that all arrays could be
directly compared.
Validation by Northern Blotting. Eight genes were chosen for validation by Northern
blotting. A 834-bp fragment mouse regucalcin cDNA (GenBank accession no. D86217)
was synthesized with Ready-To-Go PCR beads (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) using
murine liver cDNA. The murine calcium-binding protein (1), glucose-regulated protein
58 kDa (2), heat shock cognate protein 70 (3), pyruvate dehydrogenase E1α subunit (a
gift from H. Dahl, The Murdoch Institute, Melbourne, Australia), glucose-6-phosphatase
(a gift from J. Y. Chou, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD), and
CCAAT/enhancer binding protein β (4), and the hamster glucose-regulated protein, 78
kDa (5) cDNA probes were radioactively labeled as described (6). Northern analysis was
performed on total hepatic RNA purified from the mice used in the microarray studies
(see the legend to Fig. 4). Specific mRNA levels were normalized to the level of S-II
transcription factor mRNA (7). Blots also were normalized to the level of total mRNA by
using a synthetic oligonucleotide complementary to mouse 18S rRNA 5' end-labeled with
[γ-32P]ATP and T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs). S-II mRNA and 18S
rRNA are not affected by diet or age (8, 9). No significant differences in the results were
found with either normalization standard. Blots were analyzed and mRNA levels were
quantified by using a Molecular Dynamics PhosphorImager and ImageQuaNT software
(Molecular Dynamics).
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Results and Discussion
Validation of Array Data. In recent years, Affymetrix oligonucleotide microarrays have
been shown repeatedly to yield quantitative data with a high degree of reliability (e.g.,
refs. 1 and 2). Because there is no consensus regarding statistical analysis of the large
data sets obtained with microarrays, we chose to validate the our results by using
Northern blots. Eight genes were chosen from among those that changed from 0.8- to 2.0fold, and from –0.9- to –2.3-fold with LT-CR in our array studies. Northern blotting was
performed using the same RNA samples used in the microarray studies (Fig. 4). The
direction of change in gene expression was consistent in the two methods. Moreover, the
magnitude of the fold changes in gene expression was within the same range with both
techniques. In addition, six of these eight genes did not change expression with age, and
these results were confirmed by Northern analysis (data not shown). The consistency of
these data suggests that our microarray results are a generally reliable gauge of
differential gene expression.
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